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The Queensland Theatre Company’s production of BACKSEAT DRIVERS 
was exceptional for a first season, and featured two beautifully observed 
performances from writer/performer David Megarrity and the effervescent Liz Skitch. 
Sean Mee’s constantly innovative direction, along with a clever back projection of the 
trip to the beach created a gentle, well-observed comedy. 
What could have been a tough ask – essentially two performers sitting on a car seat 
for 45 minutes – tested its audience but won through with its inventiveness, variation 
and quality of theatrical skill. 
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…I make my way to BACKEAT DRIVERS, the first of many sold out productions at 
the festival. With co-performer and collaborator Liz Skitch, creator David Megarrity 
has the day trip genre sorted, in a show for anyone who has suffered the backseat or 
a sibling on a long drive. 
The audience remained fully engaged for a 45-minute how about boredom which is a 
testament to the show’s understated brilliance. 
Featuring a simple set of a bench seat, a back window of projected images, and the 
necessary accoutrements of a day at the beach, BACKSEAT DRIVERS effectively 
details the minutiae of sibling interaction. Relying on few words, the performance is a 
journey through anticipation, restlessness, measuring space and sharing time. 
Nice touches include the otherwise unheralded streetcrossings of a dinosaur and 
Victorian-garbed scooter rider out the back window, and some captivating puppetry 
with a rubber ball and blanket. 
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